
Our growing company is looking for a senior design. Thank you in advance for
taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to
reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for senior design

Conducts interviews and discussions with the business stakeholders to
gather, coordinate and synthesize project requirements, functional,
operational and culture issues
Work with multi-site project teams across time zones and provide clear
direction and motivation to project teams
Assist in the development of standard specs for Furniture fixtures and
finishes, balancing quality, cost function, and other qualitative measures
In conjunction with Account Management and the Planning & Strategy Team
to assist in the development of standards awareness programs to develop
designs and specs to support the role out and adoption of new standards and
programs
Ability to lead teams of internal employees or consultants to develop
standards, specs and designs, and RFPs (designers, planners, broker partners,
engineers, procurement) Develop reporting and KPI’s to communicate for
design work stream
Identifies, analyzes and applies related quantitative and qualitative data to
the creation and execution of the design work stream
Lead development of office designs initiatives and other special projects as
required in support of departmental and business objectives
Monitor the effectiveness of the current standards to inform for future
implementations
Leads the strategy and design vision for three billion dollar brands -
vitaminwater, smartwater and Powerade - across all consumer touch points,
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Thinks, creates and executes brand design strategy in a multidimensional and
multiplatform fashion to ensure end to end creative excellence from sell in to
shelf

Qualifications for senior design

Bachelor's degree in a related discipline such as Design & Construction or
Mechanical Engineering from an accredited college or university
Develop or Review Test Plan of the functional block
End-to-End design cycle including Micro architecture, design implementation
in RTL followed by timing closure of complex designs such as NoC and or
DDR memory controllers
10+ years of End-to-End design engineering experience including Micro
architecture, design implementation in RTL followed by timing closure of
complex designs such
A world class visual visionary
Master’s degree in Architecture or Engineering is preferred


